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Abstract—Delay-tolerant networking is the innovation of
extending the capabilities of communication networks in the
temporal domain. It is an essential technology to enhance data
communications in extreme scenarios, where crucial messages
must be transferred with the infrastructure rendered unavailable
or hostile. In this work, we consider the problem of disseminating
a large number of messages in such networks. With the sparse
and intermittently connected topology and with the unreliable
and low-rate radios, the strategy of which messages to transfer
first and in what order is a determinant of performance here.
We compare a few such message prioritization methods using
computer simulation and observe their performance in terms
how widely and quickly information can be distributed across
the network.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Data communication networks connect computing devices
with wired or wireless links to fulfill automated or humaninitiated information exchange. For such networks to scale
as the number of devices in it increases, we allow messages
to traverse multiple communication links to travel from its
source node to the destination. Such a “store and forward”
technique is the essence of how the Internet is able to support
billions of computers and users. This effectively extends the
scope of communication networks spatially. In contrast, recent
research on Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) [1], [13] has
been exploring the possibility of extending communication
networks temporally. With the advancement at the wireless
networking and mobile computing frontier, mobile devices can
be used to “store, carry, and forward” data when they roam
around. That is, even without cellular infrastructure and only
relying on short-range radios, e.g. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, a set
of sparsely deployed mobile nodes or handheld devices can
be used to transfer data automatically if such data are not
time-sensitive. The DTN technology can be useful in many
scenarios, such as mobile sensor networks, disaster recovery,
social networking, etc., to name a few.
At the center of DTN is the requirement that intermediate
nodes should buffer messages for an extended period of time.
This is in stark contrast to IP [14], where nodes simply
discards messages when they are found undeliverable. To
achieve a high or even acceptable deliver ratio, there is a
significant burden on buffer space. Furthermore, because of the
transient, unpredictable, low-bandwidth, and unreliable nature
of device contact, efficacious utilization of such opportunities
for nodes to exchange data is crucial. Therefore, tradeoff and

optimization in resource management is the major challenge
in operating a DTN [5].
In the seminal work of Epidemic Routing [19], when
two nodes (or devices) come into transmission range of each
other, they conduct a 3-way handshake for one device to send
messages to the other. In particular, when nodes A and B
discover each other, node A sends an array of the IDs of
all of its known messages to B. After receive this array and
comparing it to its own set of buffered messages, node B
replies with a subset of these message IDs as request indicating
that these are the messages that A has but B does not. In the
third message, node A sends the requested message to B. This
process is triggered every time two nodes come close to each
other. Apparently, epidemic routing can be a foundation for
fulfilling both unicast and broadcast data transfer services.
In this article, we study the particular operation of information dissemination (i.e. message broadcasting) in DTNs. We
do not assume any temporal self-similarity in the mobility
of devices, so we do not rely on extrapolating previous
contact information. We focus on the case where the number
of buffered messages is so large that any form of compact
representation of all stored messages, such as digest or ID,
would not be accommodated in a single handshake packet.
Therefore, when a node advertises about the messages it has
received so far, it must pick strategically a subset of them
to fit in a single packet. Such a strategy affects how quickly
messages can be disseminated to a large number of nodes. We
implemented the message dissemination framework with three
prioritization approaches in The ONE [4], and tested them
with one baseline approach. We observe that a well designed
message prioritization method can significantly expedite such
a broadcast service in DTNs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We review
some of the most salient related research in Section II. In
Section III, we discuss three message prioritization approach
and one baseline method. We report experiment settings and
results about these prioritization methods in Section IV and
conclude the article with future research in Section V.
II.

R ELATED WORK

Research on DTN started from the Interplanetary Networking project at JPL [3]. The networking problem in such a
scenario considers predictable mobility of space probes and
surface stations, where the feedback loop can take a very long

time to complete due to both signal propagation delay and
obstacles of other celestial bodies. In a more general setting,
the mobility of communication devices is unpredictable, so
scheduling networking activities in a deterministic fashion is
no longer feasible. A great deal of research has been done
on data transfer in such a framework to fulfill the simple
goal of moving data from the source to its destination. A
number of excellent reviews and vision articles have been
published on the architecture and protocol aspects of delaytolerant networks [11], [13], [20], [21].
The two most important, and yet distinct operations at
the Network Layer are data forwarding and routing [14].
Forwarding regulates how packets are taken from one link and
put on another. Routing determines which path a data packet
should follow from the source node to the destination. The
latter essentially provides the former with control input. Here,
we stick to the term of data forwarding although it is also
sometimes referred to as routing in literature.
Data forwarding in unpredictable DTN is more or less
inspired by Epidemic Routing [19]. There, the authors are
interested in transferring messages to their destinations as
quickly as they can at the cost of using a large amount of
network resources consumed by making many copies of the
messages. Subsequent work on unicast data, where a message
has a sole destination, explores the tradeoff between the data
transfer performance, in terms of latency and delivery ratio,
and resource consumption. For example, Spray and Wait [18]
regulates the number of copies a message using a single control
parameter.
When assuming that historical contact information would
imply a similar pattern in future, nodes can utilize such
observation to construct some sort of utility function to decide
which node in its proximity might help forwarding its messages more effectively. This approach was initially explored
in PROPHET [15] and MaxProp [6] most noticeably. When
historical contact is further distilled with social network analysis methods, nodes can make more sophisticated forwarding
decisions taking more factors into consideration. Such an
approach is exemplified in BUBBLE-Rap [10], Delegation
Fowarding [9], SimBet [8], and CAR [17].

come into range of each other, one node can transfer a set of
messages to the other via a 3-way handshake sequence. The
difference, however, is that we must pick and choose which
messages to include in a short advertisement packet so that
the system has a high overall throughput. Specifically, when
node A discovers node B, it sends a summary vector SVA . In
the original Epidemic Routing, SVA contains the IDs of all the
message that A stores in its buffer. In our solution, it is a subset
of these messages because there can be many of them after the
system has been up running for some time. After receiving
SVA , node B replies with SVA − MB , where MB is the set
of all messages stored at node B. As such, node B essentially
tells A which messages from A would potentially enrich B’s
collection. Next, node A retrieves messages in SVA −MB from
its storage and sends them to node B in a burst to complete the
handshake. If the two nodes are still within range τ seconds
after the handshake, they will start another round of handshake
to transfer more messages.
Apparently, given that nodes typically store more messages
than that can fit in a single handshake packet, the strategy
taken to include which messages in the advertisement and in
what order affects the system performance significantly. We
call such a strategy message prioritization. In this work, we are
interested in a few simple, and yet very different such methods.
In all methods, we assume that node A fills the advertisement
packet with l digests of some of its stored messages.
1)

2)

Data forwarding techniques aside, researchers in data
communications have also been on a quest for the killer
applications of this groundbreaking technology for years [16].
Although such a quest is far from satisfactory, there have been
a number of interesting applications in infrastructureless computer networking, such as IPN [3], Haggle [2], ZebraNet [12]
and iSNAC [7], to name a few. Among these, iSNAC is a
mobile social networking iPad application that focuses on
broadcasting messages to help conference attendees to share
information effectively.
III.

M ESSAGE PRIORITIZATION

In this work, we are interested in the problem of disseminating messages from a particular source to all other nodes in
the network. We consider an intermittently connected network,
where a set of sparsely deployed nodes roam around without
assuming any predictability. Each node periodically injects a
message into the network intended to all other nodes. We take a
similar approach to Epidemic Routing in that, when two nodes

3)

Round robin — Node A maintains a FIFO queue of
the messages it has received and generated so far,
i.e. by the time it is injected into the network. It
circulates through the queue to compile the message
digests using a pointer. When it is about to initiate
a handshake, it processes l messages and advance
the pointer accordingly. Here, the node maintains
separate pointers for different nodes. Note that as the
system continues, the time it takes to finish a round
becomes longer, and when it does, it starts from the
head of the queue again.
Tiered — Messages stored at a node are ranked
according to three quantities to favor new, short
messages, i.e. forward history, age, and length. The
fewer times it has been forwarded till reaching this
node A, the later it was created, and the shorter it
is in length, it is ranked higher in the storage queue.
These ranked messages are split into three segments
of equal number of messages, the upper, middle,
and lower tiers. Three separate round-robin schedules
are executed on the tiers. The upper tier has three
opportunities to send an advertisement containing l
digests of its own, the middle tier has two, and
the lower tier has one. As such, the system helps
newly injected message to spread in the network more
quickly.
Oblivious — Node A maintains a FIFO queue of
all messages by the time they are injected into the
network as in Round robin. When the node needs to
create an advertisement packet, it simply takes the
last l messages in the queue. In this method, the
node never looks back after it has past a message
in the queue, thus, always rigidly favoring the latest
messages in the system.

Parameter
number of nodes in network n
total simulation time T
node movement velocity v
message generate rate per device t
message length s
number of digests in advertisement packet l
interval of digest advertisement τ
transmission range r
maximum packet length S
delivery deadline d

In addition to the three above, we also implemented a random
prioritization method as a comparison baseline. In this approach, node A would randomly pick l messages and advertise
their digests. All four methods have different ways to allocate
opportunities to messages to be advertised in the network. We
tested these different message prioritization methods to see
how effective they are in helping messages to spread in the
system.

TABLE I.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS

E XPERIMENTS

We used The ONE [4] to evaluate how different message
prioritization methods affect the performance of the system.
We measured the latency in transferring messages to the destinations and a variant of message delivery ratio. We observe that
the Oblivious prioritization method is significantly superior to
the other approaches despite its simple nature.
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A. Settings
We used the map mobility management of The ONE
simulator, where a topological structure of the simulation area
is used to specify how nodes can move around. During the
simulation, a node can decide a destination position, such as
an intersection or a specific point on an edge, and moves there
via the shortest path at a certain velocity. When two nodes are
within transmission range (set to 10 meters in simulation), they
discover each other and start to transfer messages. The map
that we used in our tests is part of the first and second floors
of the Engineering Building at Memorial University of Newfoundland (Figure 1). We picked this particular venue because
in a parallel project we implemented prototype applications on
the iOS and Android OS so that we can compare the real and
simulated test results in future.
We assumed using the Bluetooth 4.0 radios on the iOS
devices. As such, the maximum size of a single packet in
the handshake is limited to 90kB. Around every 400 seconds,
a device injects a message of size uniformly distributed in
[2000, 5000] bytes. Parameter settings are summarized in Table I.
B. Results
We are interested in how widely and quickly messages
are disseminated in the network, measured in two quantities,

Message delivery extent in 10-node network

i.e. extent and progression. After a message is generated, it is
first stored at the originator, and as time goes on, it reaches
more and more nodes. We observe how many other nodes
a particular message has reached after d seconds, where d
is called delivery deadline (d = 3000 in simulation). For a
given message m and delivery deadline d, we denote the set
of nodes in the network that m has reached after d other
than the message originator itself by Om,d . Thus, the extent of
message m is defined as |Om,d |, i.e. how many other nodes
the message has reached up till the deadline. We consider the
messages injected during the first 14, 400 seconds of the entire
20, 000 seconds of simulation so that all messages would have
sufficient time to be disseminated. For a network n nodes
(n = 10, 20 or 30), 360 × n messages are injected in total,
collectively denoted by M . As such, we plot a histogram
of the extent over M , for n = 10, 20 or 30 respectively, in
Figures 2, 3 and 4. In all three figures, we can see that there
is a behavioral difference between Oblivious and the other
three. Specifically, Oblivious is able to spread the majority
of the messages to most of the other nodes while the other
three have much smaller extents. The reason is that Oblivious
outperforms the other three methods is that it persistently
advertises the newest messages to boost their initial presence
in the system. This is evidenced by Figure 5, where we plot the
number of times that a message is placed in an advertisement
packet in the simulation a 10-node network. We can observe
that compared to the other methods, Oblivious is able to
distribute the opportunities for messages to be advertised most
equally, while the others are more or less skewed towards older
messages.
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V.

C ONCLUDING

REMARKS

We are interested in message dissemination in delaytolerant networks consisting of mobile devices roaming in
a relatively confined area, such as a university building or
conference facility. We had demonstrated some preliminary
results previously in [7], where we deployed 12 iPads to
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Next, we turn our attention to how fast messages can be
broadcast in the network using a generalized notion of latency,
called progression. For a given message m in an n-node
network, we use the vector #m1 , m2 , . . . , mn−1 $ to denote the
time it took to reach the ith other node (i = 1, 2, . . . , n−1). For
the simulation of each of the message prioritization methods
in a 10-node network, we summarize the message progression
in a separate plot in the top half of Figure 6. Statistics
shown in these plots include median, 25/75-quantile, 95%
confidence, and outliers. In the bottom plot of the figure, we
have the medians of the four methods together. Figures 7 and 8
present the same information for simulation in 20 and 30-node
networks. We observe that the message progression rate of
Oblivious is about an order of magnitude faster than the other
methods, indicating that it is very effective directing messages.
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investigate an infrastructureless social networking at the 61st
Annual Meeting of the American Society of Human Genetics.
In this article, we reported computer simulation results on a
variety of message dissemination methods for a comparative
study of their relative performance. With emphasis on newly
injected messages, the Oblivious method is able to effectively
distribute message across the network quickly. Our next step is
to port these methods to actual mobile devices and test them
at the same, real venue. By comparing the results to those
reported here, we will be able to fine-tune some parameters in
The ONE [4], so that we can use the simulator to test larger
networks with better confidence.
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